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Student-Faculty Honor Group
BRODIE TAKES OVER Stockton College Commencement
Planned for All Units of COP, SC WEEKLY EDITORSHIP Set for June 11 in Baxter Stadium
A student-faculty honor committee has been formed for all

three units of Stockton College and the College of the Pacific,
ine committee organization is as follows:
The Committee shall be com-*
posed of three students and three I The formulating and publicizfaculty members. The three stu- ing of an honor code, setting
ents shall be elected by and,forth recommended procedures
from the Student Affairs Com- ] for both the giving and taking
missioners of the Units of the • of examinations, for the writing
Federation. (One from each of term papers, and other aea"V,
demic activities where dishonesty
Student members for the, frequently occurs. The Commitspring semester, 1949, are Judy tee shall also call the attention of
Dickenson, Unit I; Don Martin, teachers and students to pracUnit II, and Bob MCconnell, Unit tices which are thought to be
***•
condusive to dishonesty.
The three faculty members
The recording of all cases of
shall be appointed by the Coor
academic
dishonesty reported by
dinator of the two institutions,
subject to the approval of the ad teachers, and the preparing of
ministrative head of each re forms on which teachers shall
spective college. One of these make reports of all such cases.
The hearing of appeals from
shall be an administrator and the
other two active teachers, so cho students on whom penalties have
DOUG BRODIE
sen that in the three of them been imposed, or the hearing of
Doug Brodie, junior student
together all three Units of the complaints or suggestions by
Federation will be represented. either students or faculty mem majoring in journalism, has been
The first appointment of one of bers designed to increase honor chosen by the Publications Com
these faculty members shall be in academic activities. 1) The ap mittee to edit the fall semester
for one year, the other two for peal or complaint or suggestion Weekly. For the past two semes
two years, and thereafter each must be in writing. 2) It must be ters Brodie has acted as Associ
appointment shall be for two signed. 3) It shall be sent to ate Editor receiving wide experi
years. Appointees may succeed the Chairman of the Committee. ence and proving himself capable
4) All proceedings except the fi of fulfilling the office.
themselves.
Succeeding Norm Ritter as
The faculty members for the nal disposition of such cases shall
spring semester, 1949, are Mr. be kept confidential within the Business Manager will be Bob
Haaker who has been covering
Warren Smith, Mrs. Lena Knox, Committee.
It is not the function of the various aspects of C.O.P. sports.
and Dean Betz. The officers of
the Committee are Dean Betz, Committee to assign penalties; Haaker has had writing and ad
chairman, Judy Dickenson, sec that is left to the discretion of vertising experience on several
the individual 1 teacher and the ad eastern newspapers.
retary.
These are the functions of the ministration of the respective
Acting as Brodie's Associate
Committee:
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

The Thirteenth June Commencement of Stockton College will
be held on Saturday, June 11th, at 7:15 p.m. in Baxter Stadium.
Candidates must be present in*
caps and gowns by 6:45 p.m. in Chisholm, Paul E. Clemens, Fran
order to arrange the -order of ces Colliver, Catherine Crawford,
the procession.
Leotamae Crocco, Lucille Crowell,
Both January and June candi Ruth Cunningham, David F. Dadates are required to be present britz, Robert F. Davenport, Clar
in person in order to have the ence Dingman, Alvin M. Dockter,
Degree of Associate in Arts con Roy H. Dunkel, Isabel Durst,
ferred upon them and to receive Eugene Early, James R. Eilert,
their diplomas.
Lucille Elliott, Milo D. Engrahm,
A rehearsal of the graduation Nicolas W. Felton, James K. Fer
processional will be held in the guson, Jane Finkbohner, Frank
Stadium Friday, June 10th, at F. Fong, Howard K. Fong, Rob
4:10 p.m.
ert G. Fox, Richard Gaedtke, Inez
The June candidates are, of Gallagher, Lawrence A. Galli,
course, only tentatively ap Frederic W. Gamboni, Elizabeth
proved, their graduation depend Geddes, Kinman Gong, Clifton
ing upon the satisfactory comple Green, Frank Greer, Joan A. Grotion of work in progress, and ver, Frances L. Groves, Mary Ann
maintenance of a .75 cumulative Gustafson, Philip D. Guthrie,
grade point average.
Phyllis Jean Haglund, George
The Stockton College Registrar
K. Hall, Sidney E. Hall, Myrna M.
reports that there are still quite
Hanna, E. Ruth Harker, Franklyn
a few students who have filed for
George E. Hesser, Howard
graduation, but for one reason or Helm,
W. Hill, Donna Hilliard, Shew
another, have not completed the
Nom Hong, Carolyn I. Howard,
necessary details, and have not
Burley R. Howe, Joan W. Hun
been approved.
ter, Martha E. Herring.
Ernest J. Abatangle, George H.
Anthony Indelicato, Florence
Abrahamson, Caleb Alldrin, Grover C. Allred, Lorraine Anderson, Avey Ingleston, Lester G. JacobRichard, Anthony, Jewell Marie sen, John M. Jarrett, William M.
Austin, Robert F. Barnes, Clyde Jeung, Lloyd Johnson, Arleen
E. Belew, Irvin R. Bender, Helen Jungeblut, Sylvia D. Kaplan, Isa
Besotes, Leonard Boone, Robert bella Alice King, Betty Klein, Ver
Boone, Donald Brooks, Dorothy non Kraft, Herbert Lee, Donald
J. Brown, Elizabeth June Brown, LeLanchon, Barbara J. Lindhorst,
Frank Louie, John Madrid, Jean
James J. Broz,
David Campbell, William E. Ce Madsen, Betty Jane McGhee, Lorcil, Gloria Chapman, Frances
(Continued on Page 6)

PAT GI0TT0N1NI - MARDI GRAS OUEEN: PARADE " B E S T Y E T "
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The scenes pictured above show the highlights of the Mardi Gras celebration held last weekend. Upper left shows South Hall's winning
float "Mother Goose"- Lower left, Rho Lambda Phi's "Clown and his toys'"; the center cut pictures last year's Mardi Gras queen, Reba Watterson crowning her successor, Pat Giottonini. First prize for skits was taken by Gamma Gamma Epsilon with their "Circus" skit shown in the
upper right; lower right, the second place skit, "The Chinese", presented by Alpha Theta Tau.

—By JUlion and ToaJ
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Pulitzer Play, 'Home of the Brave'
Effect of Vet. Tuition Structure Commissions Open
For 2nd Lieutenants Studio Theatre's Concluding Show
Explained to Weekly by E. Taylor In
Army Reserve Corps

Currently receiving raves throughout the country in its motion
The effect of the new College of the Pacific tuition structure
Citizens of the United States picture version, "HOME OF THE BRAVE" will be presented on the
on veterans who are using their Veteran's Administration entitle
who have the following qualifi state of the Studio Theatre this next week on June 1, 2, and 3rd at
ment to finance their education here has been explained for the
cations may obtain commissions 8 P.M.
Pacific Weekly by Elliott J. Taylor, director of admissions.
as 2nd Lieutenants in the United
Directed by Leslie Abbott, the#A—
Tuition for a full academic
States Army Organized Reserve Pulitzer Prize winning play of play shows us Coney's mental
year (two semesters) for a regu any advance use of his educa Corps.
1945 features several of Pacific's breakdown when his best friend,
lar full-time student will now be tional entitlement, Taylor said.
(a) Persons who served for a outstanding actors in addition to Finch, is killed by the Japanese.
$500, a figure inclusive of health
Even with the increase of tui period of one year during the war several newcomers to the campus Believing that he was in some
fees and any incidental course tion here, there is no fully ac in any grade, and who are gradu theatre. Appearing in his first
way responsible for his buddy's
fees. This is an amount equal to credited private college of liberal ates of accredited colleges or uni leading role is Hal Sherman who
death,
Coney becomes paralyzed
the maximum regular education arts in California with a lower versities.
earlier in the season scored a hit and is unablg to walk. Under naral entitlement to veterans for a tuition structure, Taylor empha
(b) Persons who were in one as Floyd Allen in "Dark of the cosynthesis treatment, Coney is
period of one year.
sized. The rates at several are
of the first three enlisted grades Moon" and the centrally staged shown by the Army psychiatrist
The additional expenses, stu higher than the new Pacific fig during the recent war and who "The Girl With the Green Eyes." that his action in combat was
dent association membership, ure. •
In the role of Coney, a young right and that he did what he
are high school graduates.
books, supplies and other inci
Information as to how to ap Jewish soldier who has been had to do when he deserted Finch
dentals the veteran may elect to
ply for commissions can be ob made to feel he is "different," in order to save some valuable
pay for himself, or he may au
tained at Stockton's Organized Sherman has the most challeng maps.
thorize the Veteran's Admini
Reserve Corps Headquarters lo ing and demanding role of his
Staged at rapid pace and with
stration to release additional en
cated in the Ordinance Depot. career. Appearing with him in ever increasing intensity by Les
titlement in advance. In the lat
Dr. G. A. Werner, COP pro This depot adjoins the Port of the all-male cast is Dave Gerber,
lie Abbott, 'Home of the Brave"
ter case, the veteran would be fessor for 25 years, and shortly
the Marvin Hudgins of "Dark of has been called one of the most
Stockton.
using up his entitlement faster, retiring from active teaching at
Telephone inquiries are wel the Moon" and the Captain of Eu important dramas of the last de
at the rate of about ten months the conclusion of the present
gene O'Neill's sea drama, "lie." cade. Director Abbott, a combat
comed. Phone: Stockton 3-6313.
of entitlement in a nine months semester, has announced a sale
In a part reminiscent of his own infantryman during the war, is
school year. Taylor estimates of his valuable collection of
valuable, and is fine reference activities in the U. S. Army, Ger no stranger to the field ^of direct
these extra costs to range be books.
ber is seen as a veteran combat ing; the senior drama student
tween $60 and $70 for the aver-' The sale begins this afternoon material. Dr. Werner is moving soldier.
was director of the Stockton Com
and has no place for them, hence
age student.
in Room 112 of the Ad Building the sale.
Richard Nancett, Pacific radio munity Players for two years.
The veteran's subsistence pay with three types of books up for
personality, will be seen in the His most recent production for
ments, determined according to purchase: History, Political Sci
CAMPUS MAGAZINE ON SALE role of Doctor Bittiger, harassed that group was "Tonight at 8:30".
his status by the Veteran's Ad ence, and Philosophy.
Army psychiatrist.
At Pacific Abbott was last seen
ministration, are not affected by
Some of this material is very IN PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE
Having appeared in high in "Richard III."
school productions of "Romeo
Tickets for hte startling and
and Juliet," "The Beautiful bold drama of action are on sale
People," and "The Milky Way," at the Pacific Theatre box office.
C A M E R O N of California
this
is
Larry
Berscheid's
first major role at Pacif
Russian Correspondence
ic. Playing the role of Finch, Co
ney's buddy, this is the young ac Exchange Announced
tor's most dramatic role to date.
The Student Division of the
Purposeful clothes for days of
Newcomers to the Pacific stage National Council of Americanare Charles Hess as "T. J.," and Soviet Friendship announces the
Don Buck as the Major. For Ger initiation of a correspondence
relaxation, in five parts.
~'u pili
ber, Nancett, Hess, and Buck, ap project for American students
pearing in "Home of the Brave" who wish to exchange letters
recalls their own war experienc with students studying in the uni
es when they were in the service. versities of the Soviet Union.
6 Gore Skirt ' •
5.95
"Home of the Brave" is the
Zipper Back Short
All such mail should be ad
4.95
hard-biting story of a Jewish dressed to the Student Division
Zipper Back Pedal Pusher 5.95
soldier who all his life has been of the National Council of Amer
Zipper Front Midriff
4.95
made to feel he is different. Pull ican-Soviet Friendship, 114 East
Fitted Jacket
6.95
ing no punches, the Pulitzer Prize 32nd Street, New York 16, N.Y.
All in Dan River's nationally ad
The letters will then be forward
vertised cotton Dan Cord with
ed to the Soviet Union.
Wrinkl-Shed finish. The fabric is
Students who wish to cor
guaranteed washable. Fast Colorrespond with an engineer, medi
Sanforized in red, brown, green,
cal student, etc., should state so
and grey stripe on white.
Your F.S.A. Card good
on their envelopes.

Werner Ref. Books
On the Auction Block

SAVE 20%

for 20% discount on all

Sizes 10 to 18

watches, diamonds and
jewelry purchased at

SHOCKING
To pay prices for finished furniture
when you can save so much buying
unfinished—Finish to suit your person
ality. Modern — Different — Beautiful.
Anthony Sunshine—Harding off Wilson,
Nights and Sundays, too.

SMITH'S
902 DON BURTON BLDG.

Any watch cleaned, re
paired

and

overhauled

$5.50
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4 Hour Emergency Service"
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Boys In Middle Frat House Choose
Pat Ingher As 'Omega Phi Girl

W.A.A. Awards Given Passing of Candy Announces Engagement
66
At Annual Banquet
Monday evening, May 23, the
WAA held their annual Awards
Dinner at the Officer's Club.
With approximately fifty mem
bers in attendance, the group
enjoyed a smorgasboard dinner
with entertainment furnished by
Velma Barnett at the piano.
Senior awards were presented
to June Downer, Elizabeth Kauka, and Dorothy Holtberg. Each
received a pillow with the COP
seal in one corner and the WAA,
in the other. A gift was also
presented to Miss Sheldon.
President June Downer, who
received an engraved gavel, in
troduced newly-elected president
Lois Lenfest and her officers:
vice president, Hilda Wunderlich;
SUZANNE YOST
recording secretary, Velma Lit
tle; corresponding secretary, Bet
ty O'Neil; sportsman, Velma Bar Gamma Gamma
nett; historian, Sylvia Kaplan.
Gives 'Plantation'
Special guests of the evening
Gamma Gamma Epsilon is con
were Miss Matson, Mrs. Con
stantino, Miss Bernerd, Mrs. Hall, cluding a first semester social
program this evening with the
and Dean Monroe.
presentation of their first annual
Plantation Ball to be held in the
white room of the Stockton Ho
tel, the music will be furnished
by Dan Terry's Band.
Social chairman Dick Ramos is
in charge of the decorations and
has announced that the theme is
"Plantation" with the hall being
decorated with magnolia leaves
confederate flags and other fa
miliar decorations you associate
with a southern plantation.
The chaperones for the evening
are to be Mr. and Mrs. Van
Sweet, Mr. and Mrs. Russ Aitken
and Mr. Carrol Doty and Guest,
The dance is open to all Gamma
Gamma Epsilons and guests and
it is to be from nine o'clock until
twelve.

Climaxing the annual Omega
Phi Alpha serenade yesterday
evening, it was announced that
the members had elected Miss
Pat Ingher as the 1949 "Omega
Phi Girl."
Pat, a diminutive brunette
whose sparkling green eyes and
unaffected charm captured the
affection of the fraternity men,
is a senior at the College of the
Pacific and is affiliated with Ep
silon Lambda Sigma sorority.
She is originally from Topeka
Kansas, but now hails from Sebastopol, California. After grad
uating this June, she plans to
become an instructor of crafts
and hobbies.
The honoring of Miss Ingher
came as a fitting conclusion to
the annual serenade that the fra
PAT INGHER
ternity has presented for many
years.
A ten piece brass choir, twin
pianos and a rhythm section
backed the sixty-voice chorus that
sang at the various women's liv
ing groups.
Heralded as the top recording
The musical selections per
formed by the group included artist of the nation, Les Brown
"This Can't Be Love," "All The and his orchestra, "The Band of
Things You Are," "In The Still the Year," will appear in Stock
Of The Night," "Just the Way ton on June 10 in the Civic Audi
You Look Tonight" and "Bali torium with a special admission
.for C.O.P. students,
Aye."
j Les Brown, featured on the Bob
i Hope program, will bring Buddy
Positions to be Had
(Rich, his new sensational drum
mer, and his 18 artists to play
In Local Businesses
his top recorded dance pieces.
The district manager from the Such tunes as "Sentimental Jour
Montgomery Ward Company and ney," which sold over the 1,000,representatives from the Bur- 000 mark and his latest sensation
rough's Adding Machine Com "I've Got My Love To Keep Me
pany will be on campus' May 31 Warm;" which was voted by 250
to interview business administra of the nation's largest colleges as
tion graduates for positions with the song's best recording for
their organizations.
four consecutive weeks, setting a
ill
Appointments with these repre new mark, will be played.
LOIS LENFEST
sentatives may be made through
Besides being far above any
Dean Taylor's Ofifce, Room 105, other orchestra in record sales,
Administration Building.
Les Brown is considered the best
all-around band of the year, with
such prominent figures as Frank
Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock
Sinatra backing this statement.
the residents of West Hall, to
Those who are experts at esti gether with their COP baseball
mating record sales predict that team guests, boarded hay-wagons
By Ellie Ralph
the top record selling artist this bound for Sand Point where
picnic in honor of the ball play
year will again be Les Brown.
We hear that:
ers
was held.
Several
of
his
other
top
record
Byron Meyes is with the Neigh
ings
of
the
past
years
are:
"Mexi
Special
guests at the evening
borhood Playhouse in New York.
Jack Hughes is with an insur can Hat Dance," "A Good Man outing were Coach and Mrs. Hugh
ance company in San Francisco. Is Hard To Find," "Out of Uo- McWilliams, Dean and Mrs. Ed
Bob English is drama instructor where," "My Dreams Are Get ward Betz, Dean Harriet Monroe
ting Better All the Time," and and guest, and Mr. and Mrs. E,
at Auburn High School.
Bill Porter teaches English at others which have hit the million R. Jackson.
Japan. He is writing his thesis on sales peak.
the youth of Japan.
Absence of mind in traffic,
Today's tennis encounter as
Nancy Jones is teaching high
walking or driving, may result in Oak Park will match the
school in southern Korea.
En prolonged or permanent absence Coast's number 1 and number
from home and fireside, says the 4 teams in what is slated to be
glish at Hiaproski, Japan.
Muriel Hayward is teaching in California State Automobile As one of the year's top matches.
a girl's school in Fukuoka, Japan. sociation in a reminder that alert Don't miss this one!
ness avoids accidents.

Special Rates to
Hear Les Brown

Baseball Picnic—

ALUMNI
PERSONALITIES

00ING MAD

with excitement when you see the late
model unfinished furniture. Finish it
yourself. The satisfaction ofI accom
plishment.
The Tremendous saving:.
ANTHONY SUNSHINE. Harding off Wil
son. Nites and Sundays, too.

—

REMEMBER

FOR

SALE

W A A Picnic to be
Held Tues., May 31

At the last Alpha Theta Tau
meeting Suzanne Yost passed a
five pound box of candy announc
ing her engagement to "Cal" In
gram.

Suzanne will graduate from
Stockton College in June, and
Cal is a law student at Stanford.
Mr. and Mrs; Russell T. Yost
of Stockton are Suzanne's par
ents. Cal is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Karl C. Ingram of Palo Alto.
The couple is planning an Aug
ust wedding in Stockton.

ABOUT CAMPUS
ALPHA PHI GAMMA

Alpha Phi Gamma closed their
semester's activities Monday
night with formal induction cere
monies and election of officers
in the Zeta Phi house.
Officers chosen to serve for the
fall semester were Doug Brodie,
president; Ed James, vice-presi
dent; Sue Thomson, secretarytreasurer; Eileen Eddy, corre
sponding secretary; and Ed Pow
ell, bailiff.
Pledges who were officially in
ducted were Felisa Capillo, Sue
Thomson, Ed James, and Eliza
beth Borror.
NEWMAN CLUB

The Newman Club held a pic
nic at Lodi Lake and a barbecue
and dance at the Felten home in
Lodi on Sunday.
Tuesday, May 31 is the date
set for the election of officers
for the fall semester. All New
man Club members are asked to
be present.

FSA Banquet Held;
Offices Awarded
The annual FSA Banquet, to
install officers for the coming
year, was held last Wednesday
night.
All the old and new officers,
plus deans Tavner, Garlington,
Monroe and Betz were present to
attack the steaks served. Movies
of the recent trip to Sun Valley
Idaho for the Pacific President's
Conference were shown.
The outgoing officers received
gifts and the new one's were in
stalled with due ceremony.

All active W.A.A. members and
women P.E. majors are urged to
attend the W.A.A. picnic May 31
at Oak Park. The highlight of
the day will be a Softball game
between the W.A.A. and the fac
ulty composed of teachers from
Stockton and Edison H i g h
Schools, Stockton College, and
College of the Pacific. The game
is scheduled for 4:30 with food
Beginning Tuesday, the pool will
served following the game.
je open to FSA card holders from
A sign-up sheet is posted on
15 to 5:45.
the W.A.A. bulletin board at the
Regular hours will be observed
south end of the gym for those
interested in going.
on Saturdays and Sundays.

For Graduation
Give a . • •

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER

NOW

Whether

the

road

leads to further schooling or

Books and Pamphlets from Library of

to business,

DR. G. A. WERNER

a

PORTABLE

TYPEWRITER will make the
next job easier.

History - Political Science - Philosophy

— All Makes Available —

Many valuable library and research volumes

ROYAL, CORONA, UNDERWOOD, REMINGTON

•

NOW ON DISPLAY at the Office of Pub
lic Relations—112 Adm. Bldg.

Walter's House
of Gifts

TERMS - |50 per week
STOCKTON TYPEWRITER GO.

ORIGINAL BOOK VALUES UP TO $5.00 — AT 25c, 50c and

THE

GRADUATE
'SHOP AT

2119 Pacific Ave.

$1.00, with many pamphlets free with purchases.

ahead

Phone 2-8514

121 N. California St.
Stockton, California
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INTERSQUAD GAME MONDAY NIGHT
Tiger Netters Seek Revenge At Oak Park
Bengals Face USF in Rematch,
Coaches Unveil '49 Grid Machine
IWtftc
Netmen Poised for Big Upset
Game Terminates Spring Practice
By Don Dragoo

By Ed Powell

The Dons from the University of San Francisco bring the
team that is potentially the best collegiate tennis squad in the
nation to the Oak Park courts today to help the College of Pacific
tennis team close their 1949 season.
Between the singles and doubles*1
matches the most valuable Tiger
tennis man will be awarded the
Ted Bright perpetual "Most Valu
able Player" trophy.
Art Larsen, runner-up in the
just finished California State
championships, will start in the
top spot for the Dons. Larsen, a
former Pacific Star often stops
those he is supposed to lose to
and seldom loses to players he's
favored to beat. A very agile and
sometimes disheartening player,
Larsen often succeeds in discour
aging his opponents.
Sam Match holds down the sec
ond singles position for the Dons
Match wrapped up Hank Pfister
6-3, 6-3 during the early season
U.S.F.-College of Pacific match
in San Francisco.
Match has
been stopped only three times
this year, once by Art Larsen.

Sports

The College of the Pacific will top
off the Memorial Day
weekend with the Third Annual Spring Intersquad Football Game
to be held in Baxter Stadium at 8 o'clock Monday evening.
"• The Stockton Quarterback Club
BASEBALL—
sponsored affair will pit against
each other the best that the Ti
gers can muster. The contest will
be the last looksee that the stu
dent body and public will get off
the Orange and Black before
they face U.S.F. on Sept. 17th, in
By Bob Haaker
the Lodi Stadium.
After a string of seven conse
In last Saturday's scrimmage
cutive defeats, the Pacific Tigers
closed out their 1949 season last an Eddie Le Baron directed Or
Saturday in a blaze of glory by ange team defeated the Whites
rapping Cal-Poly in a twin bill. 24-6. The Whites plagued with
This double victory enabled Pa fumbleitis, saw the 'little General'
cific to nose out the Mustangs in engineer a 44-yard march which
ended in 6 points when Jim
a battle for third place.
Price
snagged Eddie's flat pass
Poly had taken the initial game
of the three-game series on the in the end zone. A nine yard fake
previous day, and needed only bootleg play set up the position
for the score.
one win to capture the runner-up
The Whites fumbled again, the
spot to San Jose and Fresno,
Orange recovering on the 20-yard
leaders of the league.
That first game found Stan Mc- line. Price ripped off 18 yards
Williams losing his final colle through right tackle setting up
giate pitching assignment by a a first down on the two-yard
CAL MASSACRED 7 TO 2
score of 3 to 2. McWilliams line, where Ernie Bobson punched
The Tiger's rackets beat a
Doug
Scovil
handing
off
the
pigskin
to
Roland
Susich
in
yielded seven hits, the same num it over on the next play.
powerful Golden Bear tennis team
preparation
for
the
Third
Annual
Inter-squad
game
Monday
night
ber
picked up by Pacific bats
The third Orange Touchdown
into submission last Saturday at
the Berkeley Tennis Club courts. at Baxter Stadium. Both are former Stockton College stars who men. The Tigers threatened in came some minutes later when
With Hank Pfister still on the will wear the Orange and Black this season. Scovil is being groomed the ninth, but could pick up only John Poulos gathered in a long
&S a
qu^rterback while Susich is handling the halfback duties. one of the two runs needed to
Le Baron pass and raced across
i
sidelines with a bad ankle, DarThey both played end for the Cubs.
knot the score.
the goal. The play covered 50
rell Winrich stepped into the fea
—By Jillson and Toal
Jerry Haines started festivities yards in all and Poulos served
ture spot and tripped Cal's lead
on the following afternoon by notice that he can handle the end
ing singles ace, 6-1, 6-1. Winrich,
pitching his way to a Tiger 14 to position very well.
playing his best match of the
5 victory. Pacific used 16 hits
Don Lipelt, a rugged full
year, caught George Gossler off
effectively to run up their lop back with lots of speed, inter
balance and out of position all
By Norm Ritter
sided win. The high scoring ball cepted a Le Barron pass late in
morning long. After the first set,
game Was marred by a total of the game and ran 20 yards for
College
of
the
Pacific's
mile
Gossler was not in the match as
By way of climaxing the most
the up and coming Pacific star successful campaigns in both COP relay team captured the special eleven errors, seven of which the Whites' only score of the
passed him repeatedly with beau and Stockton College swimming college class relay events at the were made by the San Luis game. One other White score
was called back for clipping.
tiful line shots and a great net annals, each squad will enter their California Relays held in Modesto Obispo hosts.
By
limiting
Cal-Poly
to
five
last
week
end.
The final tally of the day came
game.
respective mainstays in the Sec
Don Hamilton got revenge for ond Annual Stockton Swimming
Competing without the services hits, Bill McFarland picked up when A1 Smith scored on a slant
his defeat by Wally McDonald Association-Pacific Athletic As of their crack quarter miler, Ed his third win of the season, and for the Orange. Le Baron turned
during their first encounter when sociation Meet slated for Memor die Macon, the Bengal team com the clincher game of the series. in a 40 yard punt return that
he smoothed out after an erratic ial Day at Oak Park Pool.
posed of Howard Stokes, Mo The Tigers scored their six runs made the stands murmer.
The Tigers showed fine form
first set to beat McDonald, 5-7,
In addition to the wealth of Hess, Ken Butler and Clem Cope on 13 hits and five Mustang er
6-2, 6-1. Clint Arbuckle played water talent furnished by the took the event in the good time rors, while McFarland limited for Spring play with some of
Poly to two runs in his best ef the newcomers outshining the
his usual steady match to defeat SC-COP aggregations, Don Hall of 3:21.1.
fort of the season.
regulars. Lipelt, Bobson, and
Morris Socklov, 6-1, 9-7, in the had received 26 individual entries
According to Coach Jackson,
Third baseman, Wally Dietrich Sites showed power and speed
second feature match.
from leading Northern California this mark rates right along with
Hank Pfister, making his first natators by Wednesday noon. The the Tiger's best seasonal time, if fattened his season batting aver taking off out of the fullback
appearance on the courts in two Stockton Municipal Aquatic Di weather factors are taken into age by 34 points by flogging spot. Most observers are inclined
enemy pitcher for six hits in the to believe that A1 Smith can be
weeks, teamed up with Don Ham rector expects the entry list to consideration.
last two games. In his eight matched only by Don Hardy for
ilton to start Pacific's clean swell to more than two-score by
In the race itself, Pacific's first
sweep of the doubles with a 6-3, tomorrow. Heats begin at 11:00 three contestants, Stokes, Hess, trips to the plate, Dietrich speed. Bruce Orvis is more
knocked in six runs. Two of his scrappy than ever and will be
6-4, win over McDonald and Goss A.M. — finals at 2:30 P.M.
and Butler built up a long enough
base knocks were triples.
hard to displace from that right
ler. Ted Collins, after easily dis APPEAR TOPS
lead to allow the Bengal anchor
In total season averages, left- half spot.
posing of Jim Mouton, 6-2, 6-3,
Kjeldsen's Tigers are chal man, Clem Cope to beat off the handed Jim Enos wound up with
In the line Don Campora has
in the singles, teamed with Ar lenged only by Stanford's Indians Fresno and San Jose Challenges
buckle to register a 6-4, 6-3 win in their forthcoming quest for and break the tape ahead of the Pacific batting honors with a been working hard and last Sat
hefty .347 average. Six of Jim's urday was rocking the stadium.
over Moulton and Merril Albert P. A. domination, having suc pack.
twenty-five hits went for extra The Tigers' three mainstays in
in the third doubles.
All four members of the squad
cumbed to the Tribe for their
Match scores: Darrell Winrich only defeat of the season. Simi received gold Bulova watches for bases, one being a circuit cloqt. the line: Kane, Cline and FranFollowing close on Enos' heels ceschini, were as rough as ever.
CP) d. George Gossler 6-1, 6-1; larly, Anttila's rampaging Cubs their winning effort.
was Sonnie Adkins, who pounded Pat Robero, Robin Rush and
Clint Arbuckle (P) d. Morris should easily collar the meet's
Ray Kring, Bengal pole vaultSocklov 6-1, 9-7; Merril Albert (C) junior division, despite the fact er, also got into the scoring col the apple at a .341 clip. The left- Duane Putnam were outstanding
d. Bob Hall 6-4, 6-4; Don Hamil- that the Stockton standouts ap umn as he landed in a fourth handed first baseman was dan on defense as well as Rohde and
ton (P) d. Wally McDonald 5-7, pear on senior division entry place tie with a leap of thirteen gerous with men on base. His Ortez.
runs-batted-in total of 21 is
Doug Scovil taking over where
6-2, 6-1; Ted Collins (P )d. Jim rolls.
feet six inches.
matched
only by Wally Dietrich Jackie Brown left off last year
Moulton 6-2, 6-3; Leonard War
In the Oak Park Pool grand
who carries a .324 average.
has a big job ahead of him and
ren (C) d. A1 Levy 7-5, 6-2; Pfis- opening, which featured the first
Bill McMillin, who was measured
In
the
pitching
department,
looked
well up to it in this scrim
ter-Hamilton (P) d. McDonald- P.A. affair to be staged in the
by Stanford's Don Hester in the Jerry Haines .625 percentage mage. He was hitting his receiv
Gossler 6-3, 6-4; Hall-Winrich (P) valley, Pacific was narrowly 100-meter breast stroke.
stands as tops among Tiger hur- ers well and his hand offs were
d. Oscar Harper-Gene Shatkin shut-out from winners' circle on
Highlighting the annual Tiger lers; Haines worked 55 innings well timed.
8-6, 6-1; Arbuckle-Collins (P) d. more than one occasion.
team dinner, given by Coach and wound up with a won and
The ends held up well Saturday
Moulton-Albert 64, 6-3.
Don Driggs was edged by his Kjeldsen last Thursday evening, lost record of 5 and 3. Stan Mc despite all the rumors to the
U.S.F. LINEUP
ancient rival, Waldo Cook, in the was the presentation of individual Williams, workhorse of the Paci contrary, A1 Stockdale, Doug
Art Larsen vs. Hank Pfister
rigorous 300-meter individual awards. Frank Poucher and Don fic staff, had the lowest earned Smith, Keith Dawson, and Ted
Sam Match vs. Darrell Winrich medley, while Bob Steel lost to Driggs shared "Most Valuable"
run average, a 3.15 figure. Three Toomay will be pushing Rohde
Hal Roache vs. Clint Arbuckle Bobby Anderson in the 50-meter honors, as each received a trophy
straight losses brought McWil and Ortez for the starting berths
Conway Catton vs. Bob Hall
free style by a touch-out. An emblematic of
the Urquhart liams' season record down to before the end of next season.
(continued on page 5)
other runner-up position went to
(Continued on Page 5)
seven wins against five defeats.
(Continued on Page 5)

MERMEN IN PAA
MEET MONDAY

Pacific Ends
With Win

TIGERS WIN
LAST TWO
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BENGAL SOUTH PAW SLUGGERS

By Guthrie
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KIRSTEN, HUFF
IN GOLF FINALS
Aldon "Red" Huff and Roy Kir: sten are the two remaining con
testants in the intramural tourna
ment due to their wins over Don
Hardy and Bernie Nelson respec
tively on Tuesday. They plan to
play it off as soon as possible.
In the 2nd tournament it is
still in the semi-final stage with
Don Webb planning to play the
winner of the Hanny-Heck match.
The couples tennis tournament
has still to get under way. Dr.
Voltmer hopes it will be finished
up by next week.
The bicycle race was run off
yesterday but the results were ob
tained too late to have them pub
lished.

The spring semester is rapidly he competed for the Cub aggrega
on its way into oblivion and with tion.
it the COP spring sports sched
A couple of Southern Califor
ule has reached its climax and is nia lads, Bob Hall and Darrell
fading into the record books.
Winrich added their sparkling
This semester has seen many play to the fine work of the other
new athletic personalities emerge net stalwarts to land the Tigers
from the ranks to compete for in the CCAA championship berth.
the limelight in the Pacific
Probably the highlights of this
sports parade.
term's sports scene were the re
Although it is impossible to markable performances of the
single out every individual star, Bengal and Cub swimming out
there are a number of new Ben fits. Three new stars that stood
gal athletes who rate special out in the scoring columns for
mention off their showings this the varsity natators were Frank
Poucher, Wayne Lavelle, and
semester.
With the closing of basketball Bob Brown.
The list of new boys who gave
season, two new members of the
These are the boys, Jim Enos, Jim Torvick and Sonnie Adkins,
Bengal club who graduated from the Stockton mermen their great
the Cub aggregation last year, fear is loaded with All-Ameri- who packed the punch at the plate for the College of Pacific
(Continued from Page 4)
gained personal notoriety. How cans. Those who probably con baseball aggregation this season.
Award.
In concurrence with this
ard Pearce, towering center for tributed most are Jon Stebbins,
presentation, Wayne Lavelle was
Denny
Pace,
and
Bob
Jimenez,
the cagers showed tremendous
judged the team's "Most Im
improvement during the season and Dick Cullenward.
proved Swimmer."
These
above
mentioned
ath
and capped his first varsity ses
The National Junior College the finish mark.
COMPLETE LISTINGS
sion with the "Most Promising letes have proven themselves in Track Meet, today at the Los
Earlier in the day, Keyser had OF SC-COP ENTRIES:
intercollegiate
competition
and
Player" trophy in the PA A tour
have made a place for themselves Angeles Colosseum, sees three tied up first position in the pole Senior Division —
nament.
along
side the LeBarons, Pfisters, entries from Stockton College vault with a 13' 6" climb. Ma 300-Meter Medley Relay: Pouch
The other newcomer, Bill Wirt,
making a bid for honors. Dale haney took a first for his 6' 2" er, McMillin, Steel (COP), Nyclosed the season with a scoring and Steels in the Pacific hall of Keyser, Don Mahaney, and Rayce high jump, best of the day in quist, Stebbins, Pace (SC).
fame.
splurge that gave him seasonal
50-Meter Free Style: Steel, FerMason have been entered by S.C the Junior College brackets.
point-getting honors.
THANKS
Coach Boyd Thompson.
Garth Lipsky turned in a num rill, Polentz (COP), Pace, Cullen
In baseball four new men, WalToday's publication is the last
Of the official recommenda ber three marker for his shot ward, Jiminez (SC).
ly Dietrick, Sam West, Bud Jones, in which yours truly will hold
200-Meter Free Style: Driggs,
tions
made to the administrations put. But, the surprise of the day
and Ken Rose, found regular the reins as far as the sports
Brown
(COP), Pace, Cullenward,
was
Tom
Eastus'
discus
toss
of
places on the Bengal squad and page is concerned. Next semes of both colleges is the fact that 131 feet. Even though it gave Ball, Gillin (SC).
instructors
may
file
the
essay
played an important part in the ter's sports editor will be Ed
100-Meter Breast Stroke: Mc
type finals or midterms in the only a fifth position in competi
team's 17-13 won and lost record. Powell.
tion, his toss was considered the Millin, Ferrill (COP), Stebbins
library
in
order
that
students
Two runners dominated the
With today's finale I want to
most improved of the season. His (SC).
track and field situation this sea thank all those who have given may look them up; however, in former discus marks were usual
100-Meter Back Stroke: Pouch
structors
will
not
be
able
to
ask
son. Eddie Macon, up from Stock me tips and cooperation. I espe
er (COP), Nyquist (SC).
ly
at
118
feet..
ton College, became the darling cially want to express my grati- the same questions previously
JUNIOR DIVISION
of COP track enthusiasts with his ture to the College of the Pacific used in these exams.
(Entrants have not previously
spectacular conquests on the oval, and Stockton College athletic de
The second recommendation
won a junior event).
and Rayce Mason proved himself partments for their fine coopera made was that faculty members^
3-Meter Diving: Green (COP),
(Continued from Page 4)
before a bluebook exam, collect
to be a great cinder prospect as tion.
Albert, Parrott, Giovanonni, Cul
the bluebooks from each student
The line-up for Monday night's lenward (SC), Bob Sherman (un
as he enters the classroom. After game:
attached).
doing this the instructor should
50-Meter Free Style: C. Moore,
BLACKS York, Giovanonni (SC).
mix the bluebooks and then pass WHITES
them out to the students — each Rohde
E..
Stockdale 100-Meter Free Style: Gillin,
one receiving a different blue- Gambetta
T...
Campora Farquar (SC).
book than the one he originally Putnam
G
Rhin 100-Meter Back Stroke: Fairhad. In doing so the student who Moser
C ..
Kane child, Smith (SC).
has written some of the answers Franceschini
G
Rush
100-Meter Breast Stroke: J.
m the book will be unable to use Dick Brien .... T...
Klein Moore, Paul Rose (SC).
them.
Poulis
200-Meter Relay: Gillin, Ball,
E...
Ortez
.
QB
..
LeBaron
Scovil
York,
Moore (SC).
Other suggestions include the
150-Medley Relay: (SC No. 1)
..LH......McCormack
following: that teachers be more A1 Smith
RH ...
Price Smith, J. Moore, Ball; (SC No. 2)
alert during exams, that larger Polenski
,.FB...
Sites Fairchilds, Rose, Farquar.
rooms (the auditorium if possi Bobson
ble) be used for exams, and that
faculty members ask students
TROUT SEASON
not to take their books and things
OPENS MAY 30
to their desks during exams.
A possible damper to Thomp
Look Fishermen
son's hopes may be the. back in
jury Mason suffered earlier this
TACKLE PRICES
week. As of last Wednesday Ma
son was still flat on his back
SLASHED!
counting the hours before the
opening of the meet.
Save money on tackle you need
Mason had been entered in the
just when the season is starting.
The first-string ends on last year's College of the Pacific 440 and 880 events, but Thompson
Excellent values in
football aggregation Corky Ortez and John Rohde are picture above. is still not sure if he will run
Both men will participate in the Stockton Quarterback Club's an them today.
Rods, Reels, Lures
Even if the Stockton Bullet
nual intersquad game Monday evening.
Fishing Accessories
does not run, his teammates will
go on to represent the Cubs.
Mahaney will be entered in the
high jump and Keyser has
(Continued from Page 4)
primed himself for the pole vault.
• ROGER REMONDA •
Don Loenbien vs. Don Hamilton
All three men turned in top
Jack Sample vs. Ted Collins
Every week a hit of the week
performances at last week's Cali
will be given*
Larsen-Match vs.
fornia Relays meet in Modesto.
Pfister-Hamilton
F R E E !
— WE ISSUE FISHING LICENSES, TOO! —
Mason received loud acclaim from
Roache-Catton
vs.
to the student picked from
track
fans
for
his
pulling
a
third
Winrich-Hall
Directory — YOU may be
in the mile relay.
N E X T !
Loenbien-Sample vs.
•Must be claimed within week
Mason, as anchor man, found
Arbuckle-Collins
himself in fifth position when
Time tells on a person—espec- handed the baton. He forced his
B I V I I I \W it 1 II tS/ ppR , )Y mm •1•1
way up to a tie with the number
ially a good time.
"i L l I l i l l " • 1 1
WJti I
two man, almost passing the leadLots of people know a good 1 er. But, the increased pace proved
Stockton
thing the minute the other fel- too much for Mason as he finally, Weber and American
2001 Pacific Avenue
low sees it first.—Job Hedges.
' dropped back into third slot at

MORE SWIMMING-

KAYSER, MAHANEY, MASON IN NATIONALS

INTERSQUAD GAME

Watch This Corner

TENNIS ST0RY-

Pa£* 6
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'GONNA
A COPBE
GRAD? YOUR KIDS More on S.C. Grads(Continued from Page 1)
WILL HAVE A SILVER SPOON, HEY

4 Pacific Misses Enter
Regatta Queen Contest

Director Ditto

I would like to express my ap
preciation to the editors of the
Future children of graduates of the College of the Pacific will lie McGuire, James McLeod
Four Pacific coeds, in addition weekly for granting space to
he born "with sliver spoons in their mouths," according to a plan
James D. Merrill, Karlin A, to two other contestants, will vie Deane Tyrrell and me so that we
announced b.v Russell Aitken, executive secretary of the Pacific : Merrill, Jo Ann Miller, Esther
for the opportunity of represent may let you know of some of
Alumni Association.
Molina, Helen E. Moore, Joseph ing Stockton during the annual our concerns, and also provide a
C. M. Goethe of Sacramen
O. Moore, Margaret P. Morrissey, Regatta, and to participate in the medium of clarifying and per
to, Aitken reported, is the donor
James W. Moss, Louis A. Motto selection of "Miss California" at haps answering some questions
of a fund with which sterling sil More Honor Gronp- Ros, Marilyn Myers, C. Eugene Santa Cruz in June. Winner of
that you raise about student gov
ver baby spoons will be purchased
Neagle, Herbert J. Ng, Martha E. the Santa Cruz contest will be ernment. Deane will write the
(Continued from Page 1)
and sent in future congratulatory
Nietschke, Rollan R. Olenberger, sent to Atlantic City, where she column one week, and I will con
gifts to children one or both of college. But adoption of this plan Maxine Osborne, Gladys Papa- will compete for national honors.
tinue the next.
whose parents are graduates of assumes that at least the mini zian, Patricia Joan Paris, Marie
The four campus cuties are
Already there are many ques
Pacific. Goethe has presented a
J.
Partridge,
Gerald
A.
Parodi,
mum penalties given in Section
Barbara Mills, Beverly De Parsia, tions in my mind about next year
check to the alumni organization
Howard W. Pearce, Kenneth
Nancy Reynolds, and Joan Greg because as the election was go
through Pacific president Robert ni below will be applied.
Poile, Donald Pontius, Nadene
ory.
All four contestants are in ing on several weeks ago, I
E. Burns to finance the plan.
These are the penalties for Proffitt, Lloyd E. Prater,
dividual entries, and no sponsored thought that the terrific spirit
Aitken reported the idea stems dishonesty: A. If a teacher finds
George W. Rahn, David E. by any organization.
that was here shown would car
from Goethe's interest in the sub a case which he is reasonably cer Reed, Milbert M. Rieger, Annette
Final judging of the queen con ry on right through next year.
ject of eugenics. The Sacramen tain is a case of dishonesty on L. Rosenthal, Marilyn E. Rowley, test will be held at the Regatta But already it seems as though
to donor is concerned with statis the part of a student, he shall Elodie Ann Russell, Shirlee E. Ball tomorrow night. Those who that spirit has died down. A com
tics which indicate that the birth give a grade of "F" on that paper Salini, Joan C. Schediwy, Roger will hand down their decision of mittee was appointed to sit in a
rate in college-educated American or examination, provided this is Schneider, Lora Shuhart, Mary the winner are Mayor Angelo civil service capacity and ap
families is lower than among the first such occasion for that Lue Shanley, Helen E. Shelley, Sanguinetti, Helen Moore Rob prove applications for appointive
other groups. He believes col student and report the same to Arlie Siewert, David W. Silva, erts, director of the local Sym officers. Perhaps it is because
lege graduates make better, more the Honor Committee. B. If a Harvey G. Sinesio, Douglas
phony Ballet; Gordon Barnes, the offices have not been clearly
permanent homes, in which the student is guilty of dishonesty a Smith, Peggy Smith, Josef Stan- Manager of The Sterling; Fred outlined, or maybe the procedure
incidence of divorce is lower than second time a teacher shall give islawsky, A. William Strom,
Feary, Stockton Record photo for applying has not been clari
national averages, but that they the student a grade of "F" for
Grace Sweeney, Leon Tager, grapher; and Stanley Vaugh, Exe fied, but no matter what, the jobs
simply do not have enough child the course in which the dishon Carolyn Tanner, Janet Thienes,
of Commissioner of Elections,
esty occurs and report the same Anson W. Thompson, Earl H. cutive of Stockton Dry Goods.
ren.
Commissioner
of Drives, and As
to the Honor Committee. (Note Thompson, Donald Thorne, Hugo
The development of future
that this does not mean the sec Toal, Thomas Toy, Jack Usilton, aid Mitchler, George Morris, sembly Commissioner are still
Christian leaders, Goethe believes,
ond offense in a given course Raymond Viscarra, Helen Vossos, Ralph Pedersen, David Pelgen, open.
depends on an adequate birthrate
For Commissioners of Elections
Russell Parmenter, Peter Piccarbut the second offense during the
Virginia Walston, Ira Wheatley, do, Leonard Philippi, Garrett and Drives, only one application
among the very group that would
student's college lifetime.) Teach
Ellis James Willett, Rita R. Wind Pratt,
form college alumni.
was received, whereas the posi
ers should keep In touch with the sor, Francis H. Wisner.
Honor Code in any cases involv
David Reed, Kenneth Rose, tion of Assembly Commissioner
MISSING SOMETHING? TRIED ing dishonesty. C. If a student
John Russell, Isamu Sagara, Ro (over which there was much dis
FEBRUARY GRADS
THE LOST AND FOUND YET? Is guilty of a third offense he
Mary Helen Agnew, Enid Arata, berta Schoening, Walter San cussion and complaint during the
shall
be
ineligible
to
continue
Clinton
Arbuckle, Jack Atwater, guinetti, Elin Seeley, Jack V. last year) has not received even
There are several lost and
longer
in
the
Stockton
College
or
Janice
Berck, Margaret Ann Shepard, Theodore Shumway, one application.
found articles at the Information
The Commissioner of Elections
Office which include: books, the College of the Pacific pro Booker, Carl Brooking, Nick Chi- Werner Strauss, Patricia Stout,
coordinates a committee that advided
that
this
particular
penalty
archiania,
Arthur
Corra,
Robert
Dillon
Throckmorton,
Hazel
jewelry, pens, pencils, clothing,
shall not apply to students in the . Corra, Frank Coyle, Una Belle Toy, Mitchell Warchol, Elizabeth ninisters election procedures and
etc.
determines qualifications for the
11 th and 12th grades. Such cases . Dagg, Robert DuRee, Phyllis Edi- Yip.
These articles will not be held will be referred to the Personnel ses, Lawrence Ekrol, Noriko En
nominees, etc. The Commissioner
after Friday, June 10. Identifica Committee of Stockton College dow, Jack Yee Fong, Keith Fyffe,
of Drives coordinates all drives on
tion may be made at the Infor for suitable action. D. If the Com- Clifford Gambs, Richard George,
campus and sees to it that the
mation Office in the Administra niittee, after investigation, finds
calendar is cleared with regard
Mildred Griffing, Preston Gar(Continued from Page 1)
tion Building.
to various drives, etc. The As
that there is a question of doubt mire, Maureen Hagio, Patricia
as to the guilt of the student, it Hardin, Daniel Harris, Ivan Hitt, Editor next semester will be Jack sembly Commissioner is in charge
will refer the matter back to the Elizabeth Humphrey,
Francis, present News and Copy of a committee which plans as
teacher with the recommendation
Editor.
A former Guard and semblies and keeps in touch with
Edward James, Wing Wong
student opinion in this regard.
that the student's record be
.
. ..
„
, i Jew, William Kaplan, Stephen Tackle editor at Stockton High (Perhaps this committee will not
W h . n you nee the late-model u n f i n 
, .. '.
, School, he has been active as a
TT
T.
ished f u r n i t u r e a t Anthony Sunahina'a. cleared and the penalty not be
Kappos, Howard Keylor, Hazel
—Beautiful. Furniture* you're n e v e r tmnosed
have to plan assemblies for every
«een before.
The prices?
You w o n ' t
Kessler, Stanford Kibbe, Shoichi journalism major since entering Thursday this next year.)
believe I t ! Harding off Wil*on v NiKhta
college.
Kibba, Shoichi Kimura, John O.
and S u n d a y s , too.
Students seem to want a BIG
Phil Guthrie's position as
Men are crushed to death un-' Knox, Allen E. Little, Robert
say in their own governing, but
der the tongue.—Chinese Pro- Marino, Alan McAllaster, Robert Sports Editor will be filled b$ when it comes to actually doing
verb.
McMahon, Dorothy Minium, Don Ed Powell, a sophomore. Associ the work, the applications are
ate Sports Editor this semester,
Powell, while in the service, ed lacking. If we are to have a real
"FELLAS"
ited the sports section of a Navy student government in '50 it's
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE
going to take a great deal of co
paper.
COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
operation
from all, and the best
Other editors appointed by
O
jg
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Doug Brodie to work with him way to start is by getting the
Phone 2-6550
are Ray Burdette, News Editor; best officers possible. Turn your
s " A *rs *,
f ; W&
H
Will Fannon, Copy Editor; Felis- applications in to me before Tues
sa Capillo and Sue Thomson, So day noon, May 31.
MO HESS
ciety Editors; George Abrahamson and Eileen Eddy, Stockton
College Editors; Don Dragoo,
Drama and Exchange Editor;
GIFTS
SILVER
and Ted Toomay, Cartoonist. As
yet the remaining positions have
M. Friedberger & Co.
midnite blue dress
not been filled.
TROUSERS $|2 5°
339 E. MAIN ST.
Next week's edition will be put
out by the new staff, all of whom
WATCHES
DIAMONDS
are Journalism Majors.

BRODIE NEW EDITOR-

SPEECHLESS

IAMONDS...
...WEDDING

GIFTS

WM. BEERS

•

2047 PACIFIC •
S T O C K T O N
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE END Z O N E . . .
Your On-Campus Refreshment Center
•
Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building
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COP A Cappella Choir Ends Tour
To Present Home Concert Tuesday

Going Mad
By Jerry Mullin

Page 7

Sociology Class Visits Preston Reformatory;
Methods, Reasons Explained During Tour

The Preston School of Industry at lone was visited last Satur
The Pacific A Cappella Choir is "at home" for its annual Stock
Drama progresses as "Home of
ton concert, Tuesday night, May 31, after returning from the an The Brave" nears its final week day by Dr. Jacoby's Sociology Class in an effort to become more
nual tour which this season extended into Washington and Oregon of rehearsal. With Les Abbott familiar with modern methods of dealing with delinquent boys.
and included a trek of over 2500 miles.
in the driver's seat, the play is Mr. Baxter, the Senior Sociologist at Preston conducted the group
Organized in 1916 by Charles•"
cracking right along. The entire through the institution.
The tour began in the confer-*
M. Dennis, now Director of Mu
cast has a wonderful spirit and
sic for the Public Schools of San
are digging in tooth and nail. ence room with an explanation of is used for a storage room for
They all feel, and rightly too, the the operating procedures and me garden tools). Preston must be
Francisco, the college vocal group
thods of dealing with the boys. considered a leader in the field—
power and drama in this show.
have been "pioneers" in the col
Case
records were distributed to and exception rather than a rule.
legiate A Cappella Choir field. Di
Abbott will feature both old show the thorough study that is
And as Mr. Baxter said at the end
rected by J. Russell Bodley, the
By Sue Thomson
and new faces in this epic. The made of each individual's prob
of the tour, "We are still pioneer
choir is completely reorganized
Gone in a flurry of two hec new faces will be Charles Hess, lem and the complete record of ing and trying to get rid of the
each year through auditions de
who will portray the very unsym his delinquencies.
elements which have made re
manded of former members as tic days, the 1949 Mardi Gras pathetic character of T. J., and
Mr. Baxter's initial talk indi- formatory schools the cruel and
well as new candidates, and the fades into a thousand crazy mem Don Buck, who will make debut
personnel is drawn from the en ories and takes its place with as the Major. Among the old and j cated that 90% of the Preston undesirable institutions that they
tire student body regardless of i t s e l e v e n p r e d e c e s s o r s . T h e familiar faces will be Larry Ber- i boys have come from broken have been in the past.
subjects students may hold as floats have been taken apart, and scheid, who will be seen in his homes but he placed a new 'twist'
We need people with high in
the trucks have been returned to
j on the problem by saying that telligence who come into this so
major interests.
first
role
of
major
importance.
their proper places.
; 80% of these have older brothers
The Tuesday night audience
Larry will play the not-to-be-for and sisters who are not delin ciology field with a deep convic
Pat
Giottonini,
Epsilon's
queen,
tion of the need and of the poss
will be treated to the same selec
gotten role of Fich.
quents.
ibilities."
tions which were performed on was escorted to her throne, sur
Now
the
long
arm
of
coinci
When questioned about the gen
the recently completed tour. rounded by her attendants, then dence reaches out and we find at
eral
success achieved with the
crowned
by
Reba
Watterson
at
Among the selections is "The
Remember that unless you
the same time the same studio "graduates" of the school, it was
Luckless Fisherman" by Leigh- 10:30 P.M.
that put out that great movie, learned that 60% of the boys find serenity within yourself, you
Pat reigned as Mardi Gras The Champion," is now going
ton Edelman, Pacific graduate
will never find it elsewhere.
make a good adjustment in soci
and now a member of the Con queen and smilingly congratula great guns on their publicity
ety
after
being
released
from
ted the prize-winning costumed > campaign for none other than
servatory Staff.
Preston. However, records are
P. E. FINALS
couples.
"Home of The Brave." Their kept only until the boy is twen
For the first time since the in
Most original costume award' edition has changed the main
Mr. Jackson, head of the
auguration of "home Concerts",
ty-one years old.
a charge of admission will be de went to Grace Sweeney and Rick' character of the play from a Jew
Following the preliminary con P. E. Department, announces
that an error has been made
manded. In order to defray the Hugo — Grace, who came in to a Negro, which in no way les- ference, a tour of the grounds
expenses incurred on the far- Scotch kilts, and Rick, as a pack-j sens the punch of the story. Both was made which included sleep in the final week examination
reaching tour, general admission age of baking soda, to produce' as a play and a movie, this is a ing quarters, the medical build schedule.
Section five of the schedule
has been set at 75c, while stu the combination Scotch and soda, story that will cause more than ing with modern equpiment, car
has
been changed to read that
dents will gain admission for 50c. Carol Glass and Mahlon Schmidt just a stir of your emotions.
penter shop, plumbing and elec
were the best-matched couple as
COP and 13th and 14th grade
Clair Billesbach at the Mardi trical shop, blacksmith shop,
Members of the choir are Dor
ragged brown hen and rooster Gras Queen presentation man poultry farm and the recreation physical education activity
othy Brown, Nancy Hammond,
with visor-type yellow beaks.
courses will meet during final
aged to do a very nice bit in the al facilities.
Ruth Harker, Barbara Mills, Phyl
week.
Best
suited
to
the
Mardi
Gras
way of publicity for the coming
The dining hall was visited at
lis Norman, Pat Rohrbough, ArThe only regret dinner time and for the first time
line Weigum, Esther Asay, Elaine theme were drama majors Doris dance recital.
Callaway, Christine Klamroth, Blum and Gene McCabe. This I have about the whole occasion the class participated in the
Jean Livingstone, Roma Orvis, pair came attired in yards of was I wished that there had been schol curriculum by eating a SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
roast beef dinner.
Nadine Proffitt, Joan, von Berg, sarong and raffia with a head more.
PASTRY GOODS . . .
dress, which could be described
After dinner the group was
Excitingly entrancing is what
and Sylvia Wallace.
only as feathers, knives, forks, I would say and do say when I conducted through the "quiet Place your order early for
Lucile Graham, Mary Collett,
specraf banquets, coffee clubs
spoons, and scissors somehow see Barbara
Rowley
going halls" which would be similar to
Marilyn Gates, Wilma Mast, Sara
or
bridge party needs. Meticu
strung together.
through her maneuvers for the solitary confinement in other in
Sabelman, Joyce Ulmer, Shirley
lous attention is given.
stitutions
but
these
were
minus
|
Even
before
Queen
Pat
had
ta
dance recital. She is, and you'll
Wheatley, Marilyn Coulter, Doris
Cummings, Virginia Graham, El ken her pface, awards for the pardon the prose, an exquisite the padded cells and handcuffs in
len Henry, Lenore LaChance, parade the night before were picture of poetry in motion. I'm the walls. These rooms were ade
Bonnie McKenzie, Anna Ragus, given out. In first spot for the getting prolific in my old age. quately furnished and were used
skits was Gamma Gamma Ep (To be honest, I'm just tired of as places for boys to "think it
and Joyce Sublett.
Angelo Davanis, Clarence Dud silon with their circus. They had seeing Gerber take up so much: over".
side show with the usual space. You'll understand what 11 Although an old brick prison
ley, Kenneth Gates, Jon Pearce,
amount
of freaks — fat man and mean if you happen to see the room with handcuff rings in the
Skipper Lee, Hal Beauchamp,
Monte Edison, William Hartley, lady, bearded lady and daughter, latest issue of Campus maga- floor and whips and chains hangzine.)
ing on the walls, still exists, it Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen
Edwin Nicholson, Ken O'Doug- the human cannon ball, clowns
on
horseback,
and
a
bubble-bath
herty, and John Whiting.
1910 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 6-6324
Don Curtis, Gerald Dearing, bather to name a few. Alpha
#
Our
Cakes
Are
Made
With
Gordon Gibson, Leighton Edel Thete's dizzy dragon dance was
Swans Down Cake Flour #
When on the Avenue
the
judges'
second
choice.
man, Ralph Pedersen, Marvin
South Hall's winning float
Tripp, Hal Wheatley, Myron Way,
STOP FOR A SNACK
Milton Dick, Max Betholf, Gor "Mother Goose" had a cloth high
don Hahnle, Tom Huff, Ron Pile- button shoe with various nursery
AT THE
gard, Ben Perl and Edward Per rhyme characters peering from
within the shoe and without. Rhiry.
Phone 7-7095
1928 Pacific Avenue
zomia's spectacular "Clown and
his
toys"
with
a
lighted
merryHappiness is a brief interval
Clip
between two great sorrows—Chi go-round and a ferris wheel took
second place.
This
nese Proverb.

Mardi Gras Over
Classes Resumed

Stockton Givic And.

FRI., JUNE 10

I N

S T O C K !

A Complete Line of:

DEVOE ARTISTS COLOR-IN-OIL
DEVOE ARTISTS WATERCOLORS

PABCP

=product

WINSOR NEWTON ARTISTS BRUSHES
— See Us For Your Paint - Wallpaper —

THE PABGO PAINT STORE

230 W. Harding Way (Near Pacific)

Phone 3-7947

Ad

DUBOIS
CLEANER •s

and
SAVE!

Pacific Avenue
Branch
3212 PACIFIC AVE.

PACIFIC 5 & 10

(Next to Thor's)

SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.

3224 Pacific Ave.

Conveniently located for Students

Rapid Rabbit
Service

to Save with

IN AT 9:00 A. M.

Phone 3'9966

PACIFIC MARKET

QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES — MEATS — VEGETABLES
8200 Pacific Ave.
Welcome01*1
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

C A S H
6 6136

a n d C A R R Y

OUT AT 4:00 P.M.

Ad. will act os a discount cou
pon—Clip it and present at box i
office to receive $1.00 admis- ;
sion.
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"Oooh — Mama!"

Pacific fj®Weekh
Lillian Juanitas
Norm Ritter..
Allen Woodall, James R.Morrison ~II

By David Gerber
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Sue Thomson
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(This -week's column is a
touched-up and reprinted fi
nale of last year, which we be
lieve best describes this corner's
feeling for the grandest Gal of
them all.)

Gal of the Year — Goes to Miss
C.O.P., the oldest college Gal In
Golden California, who has the
phenomenal knack of growing
more beautiful with each passing
year. Originally from San JoJse,
she has settled down as an added
COLUMNISTS—Bob Huth, Jerry Mullin, Elizabeth Borror, Dave Gerber, Don
Dragoo, Ed 'Powell.
asset to the City of Stockton.
She is popular as well as hav
R?h3H^IwSTiNorn Rltter. Bob Foote, Jim Gallagher, Jack Hall, Bob Jimlnez,
r,SerV??"„ £152°' .stan K'evan, George Abrahamson, A1 Comaskey, Nance
ing a good looking student body.
In8|e8ton> Jane McBride,
!)L„n stark s,,l Th
«'• .
Janice Merrill,
Hafnh Ma^ilvn PI ?t iS0?' R,chaC,d Turner, Irene Mattos, Neil Dollarhide, Eloine
Her major interests lies in all
Ralph, Marilyn Piatt, R. Sumner Burdette, Jack Russell, Alice Call, Bill Sanford,
Venzor> Bob Whitney, Jim McLeod, Audrey Schwinefus.
fields of education. Our Gal has
Will Fannon
innnumerable friends old and
young who will never forget her
warm and genuine friendship.
Russ Aitken, Gamma Gamma's Bearded Lady is being followed She's a Miss of many moods who
here. Well, by George, its daughter Lynne — with a Goatee, no less! has created fond memories for
—By Jillson and ToaJ every day of her life.
Who can forget her bright
Elsewhere in this edition of the Weekly appears an
green dress and the beautiful con
Heads and Tales
BY E. BORROR
article written by the newly elected Director of Unit III, The joint meeting of new and
trasting camillias in her hair, or
"I can't remember," muttered the glamorous figure she made
Mo Hess. Right off the bat he's pitching. He's been on our old Senate members took plcae Don.
necks - - - "What we want is more action and unity," he in Bannister Hall Monday night. To prevent her from relating in her soft white evening gowns
says, "not enough interest in FSA affairs - and that's To open the meeting Ray But incidents like item No. 5 above, for the Spring Formals or the
exquisite gowns of the winter
the sore spot, not enough interest . . .
ler, past Director of Unit II, E. Borror was invited to attend formals, or how could we forget
Students should want to participate in their own activi called for introductions from new the Old-and-New Officers Ban her ravishing beauty surrounded
ties, sure, but look what's happening: ONE (1) application representatives of Units I, II and quet at the El Kohbar Wednes by the gay, bizarre setting of the
III. Each new officer present
spectacular Mardi Gras.
for editor of the Naranjado; NO (0) applications for Ben introduced himself and named his day, May 25. Thank you, all.
Some more publication officers
She has a captivating smile
gal Bulletin editors; in several other of the eight appointive office.
have been approved by the Sen that goes well with her sense of
offices there has been only one application for each.
A report and evaluation of the ate: Bill Cunningham will busi
The reason OPA controls were taken off after the war Mardi Gras was called for by ness manage the Naranjado. humor as evident during pledge
week, in which poor unfortunate
was the idea that COMPETITION would work the kinks Ray Butler. Five outstanding Chuck Kuber will edit the Unit pledges found out that bottoms
comments
were
discussed.
I TARZAN, and Judy Zent will up wasn"t a toast. Her many
out of our economy. The same principle should work in
(1) The band was not as danceStockton College and the College of Pacific. If more than able as would be desired; also be Business Manager for Chuck. themed dances are challenges to
one person applies for an office, a choice must be made as there might have been more con A large hole still exists in the the world of fantasy as well as
Naranjado staff: the editor, to wonderful evenings of merri
to which person is the most capable, that stands to reason. trast between the two bands.
be explicit.
ment. Who can forget the joyous
(2) Stan Borgeault deserves
We all know that we have people with more than
Public acknowledgement of the moments when we joined her in
many
thanks
for
the
excellent
enough talent and time to ably hold these appointive offi
10% remittance given the FSA by school songs and melodies of the
decorations.
ces. Where are they?
(3) "Are six cops standing the Student Union* Barber Shop nostalgic past. And in the same
A student controlled government should have students around inside the building neces will be evidenced by a sign posted token Miss C.O.P. shines like a
in the shop window, plus much bright new penny when she lets
in office. There were a great many students who ran for sary?" "Yes."
elective student oifices but did not get in; many of those
(4) The queen candidates might appreciation from the "FSA Treas her hair down, jumps into levies
ury.
and has a dickens of a time on
people could give the ones who did get in a helping hand by have been handled more grace
school picnics.
The
budget
for
Publications
fully
.
.
.
but
how
can
one
move
volunteering to work with them.
Her interests in sports have
thousands of people off the floor will be set by new officers, with
Many positions in government, be it school, city, state, so the queen can dance first?
in the various co-ordinating com grown in leaps and bounds the
last few years and proud she
or national, are thankless to say the least, but they have a
(5) "The above was a matter mittees.
certain amount of prestige, and they give experience which for the Student Affairs Commit Another meeting is set for new looked this year when her boys
is invaluable in later life.
tee," came a voice from the rear officers. "Mo" Hess announced won new honors in Track, Swim
of
the room. "Where was Don the meeting for Tuesday night, ming and Football, not to men
It is the opinion of the Weekly that there are a fine
tion the good work of her J.C.
Martin?" the voice continued.
May 31st.
group of elected officials for the coming year. It is also
younguns in swimming and track.
our opinion that there will be a fine group of appointed
And she showed the heart of a
champion when she accepted a
officials- for the coming year if students will only come
hard defeat on the gridiron with
forth anil get their hands on the controls, making sure!
. . . B y T E D T O O M A Y a quality that would put a Spar
tan to shame and rushed right
back with a big-time performance
for a big-time city, San Francisco,
and completely captivated., the
heart of the Golden City.
Editor:
tention of the Block P Society
Her Music interests swerve
The Mardi Gras was a big suc that there has been a general
from Jazz Combos to the Pacific
cess, if you were a track star
Band, from Blues music to the A
and your girl was a 220 ace. I laxity in the wearing of both the
Cappella Choir. Her work in the
wouldn't say the music was fast, Block sweater and the "tiger"
Pacific Little Theatre and radio
but coach Jackson was getting traveling jacket about the cam
is tops in collegiate circles taking
pointers from Benny Carter's pus by those who are not entitled
to do so.
a back seat to none.
drummer.
Homecoming is an event in
As I left the auditorium I ran
We fee] the Block sweater is
which our Gal becomes a perfect
three blocks before I knew I was part of the tradition and honor
hostess who exhibits eloquent
outside.
that goes with varsity athletics
grace and charm which recap
My girl had a nice time. When on this campus. The "tiger"
tures in one night the spirit of
they played Stardust, it sounded traveling jacket is also part of
four glorious years while the
like Haley's Comet. She grabbed the athletic tradition which is
Alumni tries to capture four glor
my glasses to scan the roof.
limited to those people who have
ious years of spirits in one night.
Brubeck was real gone, too bad j made athletic traveling teams in
But, of course, there is the
he was gone so long. I thought the past. We sincerely hope that
studious side of our Gal of the
the violinist was very good. All this practice will stop with the
Year, as classes and term papers
in all, I and Dean Betz had a fine publication of this letter. If
and field trips and finals and
time, but let's change it from those people who are now taking
thesis and — well, you get the
dance to "Mardi Gras With The advantage of this privilege con
idea.
Fresno Relays" featuring Benny tinue to do so, this society will
Yep, she's quite the Gal, our
Carter and his team.
take steps to protect our tradi
Miss
C.O.P. Sometimes we won
tion.
JACK RUSSELL
der if she's worth the trouble,
Harry Kane
but after knowing her for only
Dear Editor:
four years, we know we've got
It has been brought to the at
Block P President
"One'a Youse Guys Has B.O.!"
an everlasting friend.

PLEASE! NO JOLLY ROGER ON
OUR SHIP OF STATE

THIS IS COLLEGE
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